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1!:VIDENCE TO BE PRESENTED TO THE "PENETRATION COW/ISSION"
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The Indo-European Council of Durban was founded in 1927
to perpetuate the spirit and intention of the Cape Town
Agreement.
It consists of representative European and
In:iian persons.
,Its object is to promote WlClerstallding and
goodwill as between the European and Indian sections of the
people.
In pursuit of this object it has to concern itself
with the maintenance of just relations as between group and
group for without justice there can be no peace.
In offering evidence we do not propose to concern
ourselves with. the ,acquisit.ion of specific properties and
the question whether I their acquisition can be defined as
"pentetration" or not.
We understand that other bodies representing exclusively
European or Indian opinion will give the commission sufficient
evidence of this kind.
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We desire to comment upon the general situation. fraught
as it is with tension and active or potential ill-will Which
has come ~o be associated in the public mind with the word
"Penetrat l.ontl , and to make some suggest ions as to its cause
and possible remedy.
"Penetration" is a term that has not been defined. In the
mind of the European public it is associated only with the
purchase by an Indian of a property situate in an area that
at the time of the purchase w~s owned and occupied by
Europeans. There are, however, other instances of change
of ownership and occupation of property which would have to be
classed as II penetration" in any definit ion of the term.
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It is not difficult to cite instances of changes in
ownership or occupation that have resulted in Indians losing
ownership or tenure.
The present Windsor Park (European)
Golf course was previously the site of Indian Barracks; the
improvements at Mayville now taking place ~e on land
previously occupied by the Indians of the Orient Lane
neighbourhood; the present exclusively European suburb of
Durban North is built on land that was largely Indian owned
and occupied.
The Indians of the Springfield flats are
under constant threat of eviction to provide an exercising
ground fbr racehorses.
It is evident that the expansion of
industry on the lands at the Bay head will penetrate into the
market gardens now being cultivated and lived on by large
numbers of Indian families.
The Slums Act gives local Authorities power to evict
persons from their residences provided they are housed suitably
elsewhere, to destroy the property, erect other property in
its place and arrange for its occupation by persons other than
those originally evicted.
Whenever a local body exercises
its powers under the Slums Act it engages in an act of
"Penetration" into the slum area; a form of penetration
regarded as being to the public good.
The Durban Corporation performed such an act of
"penetration" in respect of the Bell Street Indians •
. As :1ecently as November 19.1940 the City Council gave
notice to 8ertain Indian property owners in Sydenham of ita
inter..tion to acquire their land by agreement or compulsion.
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A Sydehham Indian Landowners' Association has been formed with
the object of resisting the intention of the City Council.
~hat'ever the Commission may finallY ,decide as to the evidence
receives of penetrattion by Inaians there is no doubt that the
!ndian population has been and is likely to be the subject of
. Penetration; and that whatever "penetration" may be found to mean,
it certainly cuts both ways.
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The present difficult situ?tion arises from these main
causes:
1.

1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

~
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The growth of the population of Durban - European and
Indian.
The figures for the Old Borough are:
Indian.
Eur o12e ans •
54130
56600
60560
60560
59250
59400
59890
60300
60516
66700
67310
67950
69095
70710

16977
17190
17330
17330
17860
18500
18002
19340
19739
22511
22824
23173
23763
24351

2.

The growth of Durban by the incorporation of the added
areas with their large Indian population.

3.

The building up of the available areas, mainly for European
use or occupation.

4.

The need of workers to live in proximity to their place of
employment.

5.

The breakdown of the Indian family system resulting in
demand for housing by smaller family units.

6.

The serious lack of housing provision, together with
services and 8menities related to the size and growth
the Indian population.

8
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It should be remembered that population movements are a
normal result of social change and growth. Change in the
fashionable regard of certain areas ~ opening up of industry,
development of tr ansport. , proximity to services (such as schools)
expansion of a growing population group into adjacent areas, are
among the causes of ~opulation movements in countries where
feeling is not accentuated by colour. No solution of the present
problem is possible that does not have regard to the full facts
of the situr.'1tion. and the sentiments aroused.
Cert.:dn sections of the European po~)Ulation have strong
objection t o the encroachment of Indians into areas that they
have reg a ~-, ded 3 S 'European 1. They also object to uno-ccupied land.
being Open2(_: for Indian occupation in areas where European
developme~t is expected the recent controversy over land
adjacent to Howard College is a CAse in point.
Objection to the contrary encroachment on the part of
Europeans is not so effective as t~e Indian is economically,
SOCially, and politically weak.
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The Indian on the other hand objects to being forc~d
to live in places not of his own choosing, often remote
. from his place of e~ployment. If he belongs to the small
minority that have wealth sufficient to secure them certain
comforts and amenities and prestige they object to being
compelled to live in areas below their economic l~vel. '
If European opinion is extremely inflammable on any
appearance of encroachment, Indian opinion is intensely
suspicious of anything that savours of segregation.
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The remedy lies in planning.
It may be regretted
that Durban has been allowed to IIjust growU like Topsy
and particularly that at the time of incorporation of the
added areas the opportunity was not taken to make a full
civic plan for the new enlarged Durban but Durban is not
alone in the cities of the world in reach:ing planning by
force of circumstances rather than by foresight_ The
longer the planning is delayed the more difficult it will
be •
Such a plan as is here suggested would comprise not
only the general layout .of greater Durban but would also
make full provision for its present and estimated future
population, the needs of all groups, economic, social,
racial, being considered, also the present and estimated
future needs of industry, education, recreation, health
and all public services.
That such a plan may be drawn up in co-cperation and
be fruitful of inter-racial goodwill is the special
concern of the Indo-European Council.
A statutsry
planning commission is needed on which European and Indian
(as well as Bantu & Ooloured) should be represented.
And, lest the dependence of Municipal Councillors on
Eurcpean votes and Indians on the sentiments of their
people prove too strong a drag, .outside independent expert
membership is desirable.
In view of the concentration of political power in
European hands it would be essential that the rights of
non-Europeans .on such a commission be specially safeguarded.
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There is urgent need for an enlightened liberal
public opinion particularly where the relations of
European and Indian are concerned.
European oplnlon too often regards the presence of
Indians in the South African Community without recognition
of either the Indians' sub3tantial contribution to the
country's economic life ort~ ordinary human rights and
needs.
Deprived of the franchise the Indian is powerle.ss
against this adverrse European opinion.
A striking illustration of the tragic lack of fore
Sight and humanity that h3s led to the present situation
is provided in the resolution of the Durban City Council,
passed actually while the Commission was sitting,instruct
ing its General Purposes Committee to consider an
amendment of the Licensing Laws to provide II That no
further licences be granted to Asiatics or Natives for
plying for hire with any vehicle".

to·
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It is such arbitrary actions as these, taken
without regard to the transport needs of the community
and directed against a section of the people on the ground
of race alone, that give rise to ill-will, invite evasions
of the law, and add to the already sufficiently difficult
problems that face the City.
Much of the present difficulty is due to ignorance,
prejudice, lack of foresight and simple humanity.
vie believe that with knowledge, goodwill and foresight it
is possible for Indian and European to live harmoniously
in Durban, each contributing fully to the common good.

*
Summarised, this

*

-)to

~emorandunsuggests

*
that:

~

1.

~~at is called "Penetration" is a symptom of a
Social condition and cannot be divorced from that
condition.

2.

The causes are the normal processes of Social
change where these are not foreseen and provided
for, accentuated by racial feeling.

3.

The remedy lies in civic planning.

4.

A planning commission be appointed on which
Europeans, Indians and other racial groups are
represented and to which would be added independent
exper t me mber s .

On behalf of the DURBAN !NDO-EUROPEAN COUNCIL.
Maur ice

Webb.

C h a i r man.
Dec ember, 1940.

